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Abstract
In this study, we introduce a sensing platform based on a plasmonic metasurface absorber (MA) with a vertical nanogap for the ultra-
sensitive detection of monolayer molecules. The vertical nanogap of the MA, where the extremely high near-field is uniformly dis-
tributed and exposed to the external environment, is formed by an under-cut structure between a metallic cross nanoantenna and the
mirror layer. The accessible sensing area and the enhanced near-field of the MA further enhance the sensitivity of surface-enhanced
infrared absorption for the target molecule of 1-octadecanethiol. To provide strong coupling between the molecular vibrations and plas-
monic resonance, the design parameters of the MA with a vertical nanogap are numerically designed.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy is a powerful and label-
free optical detection method to determine structural properties of
various molecules via their IR absorption fingerprint vibrations
[1]. IR absorption spectroscopy through IR fingerprint vibrations
is used in such fields as pharmacy, safety, food, and general
substance identification. However, for molecules with small IR
absorption cross-sections such as minute amounts of analyte
molecules or very thin samples such as monolayers, conventional
IR absorption cannot provide good sensitivity. To address this
challenge, surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA)
spectroscopy has been proposed to enhance the IR fingerprint
vibrations of molecules in the vicinity of the plasmonic metallic
surface through coupling between the fingerprint vibrations of
molecules and the enhanced and confined electromagnetic near-
fields called hot spots using localized surface plasmon resonance.
For applications of SEIRA, numerous plasmonic metallic
nanostructures, such as nanodisk, nanosized gap, nanoantennas,
metamaterial, and metasurface absorber (MA) have been
investigated recently [2-8].
Metasurfaces are a type of thin metamaterial structure
comprising an array of sub-wavelength-sized resonators and can
produce unique spectral responses through the abrupt changes in
the phase and amplitude of the incident electromagnetic wave at
the surface of the metal layer from microwave to optical
wavelengths [9-12]. The ability of metasurfaces to control and
enhance electromagnetic waves at sub-wavelength scale leads to
interesting applications, such as hologram [10], lens [11],
anomalous reflection and refraction [13], and absorbers [14].
Particularly, metasurfaces have been used as a component of
narrowband [15], broadband [16], or tunable so-called perfect
absorbers [17]. MAs consist of metallic resonators on top of a
metallic mirror layer separated by a thin dielectric spacer layer.
Near-unity absorption of MAs at a particular wavelength produces
a confined and enhanced electromagnetic near-field between the
metallic resonators and the metal mirror owing to the excitation of
localized surface plasmon resonance. 
To enhance the sensitivity of SEIRA, an important strategy is to
maximize the hot spot overlap with the target molecule, which
indicates an increased effective sensing area. Approaches that use
nanoantennas on dielectric pedestals, where the cross-section of
the dielectric pedestals underneath the nanoantenna is smaller than
the size of the nanoantenna, provide an increased effective sensing
area as they allow access to the bottoms of nanoantennas [4, 5].
In this study, a method for the detection of ultrasensitive
molecules based on MAs with vertical nanogaps is numerically
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investigated. A vertical nanogap, where the hot spot is uniformly
distributed and exposed to the external environment, is formed by
an under-cut structure between a metallic cross nanoantenna and
the mirror layer. The accessible sensing area of the MAs increases
as the cross-section of the dielectric layer beneath the cross
nanoantenna decreases. The plasmonic resonance wavelength of
the MA can be tuned to the wavelength of the target molecular
fingerprint vibrations by adjusting the design parameters of the
MA. Using the MAs with vertical nanogaps, a monolayer of
molecules of 1-octadecanethiol (ODT) is detected with a highly
enhanced SEIRA signal.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
2.1 Design and simulations
Figure 1 (a) and (b) show the schematics of a single unit of the
MA and the proposed MA with a vertical nanogap, respectively.
The two MAs consist of an array of top gold cross nanoantenna,
an Au mirror of thickness 150 nm, and an SiO
2
 dielectric spacer
layer between the Au layers. The design parameters of the MAs
are the dimensions of the cross nanoantenna (length L, width W,
and thickness t
1
), array period (P), and dimensions of the SiO
2




lateral under-cut depth ΔX and ΔY,
and vertical under-cut depth ΔZ). For monolayer SEIRA
detection, we chose ODT as the target molecule. An ODT
molecule shows IR fingerprint vibrations at the wavelengths of
3509 nm and 3427 nm owing to symmetric and asymmetric




 groups, and ODT-coated
samples can be prepared on the Au film in the form of a self-
assembled monolayer [18]. ODT is a monolayer of a carbon thiol
chain with 18 carbon atoms and forms a conformal coated
homogeneous layer with a thickness of 2.8 nm on the Au surface
[19]. Figure 1 (c) and (d) show the schematic cross-section at the
planes of two MAs with ODT coated on the Au layer. The ODT
monolayer for MA with a vertical nanogap is formed around the
revealed surface of the top Au cross nanoantenna and the surface
of the Au mirror layer as shown in Fig. 1 (d). Simulated
absorption spectral responses and electric near-fields distributions
of MAs were calculated using the commercial finite-difference
time domain (FDTD) software Lumerical FDTD-Solutions ver.
8.19. The normal incident plane wave with the electric field
polarization along the y-direction excited a single unit of MAs as
shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) with a periodic boundary condition
applied in the x-y plane. The perfectly matched layer boundary
condition along the z-direction was used. The complex refractive
index of the Au layer was described by the Drude model with the
plasma frequency ω
p
 = 1.378×1016 rad/s and the collision
frequency Γ = 1.224×1014 rad/s. The refractive index of SiO
2
 was
obtained from the Lumerical Palik database and fitted within the
simulation wavelength range. To model the ODT IR fingerprint
vibrations, the IR refractive index of ODT was used from the
literature [20].
2.2 Simulated results and discussions
Figure 2 (a) shows the simulated absorption spectral response of
MA as shown in Fig. 1 (a). The simulated MA has the design





 = 40 nm, and the plasmonic resonance of the MA is at
a wavelength of 3570 nm with 92% absorption. Figure 2 (b)
shows the simulated absorption spectral responses of the MA with
a vertical nanogap for different under-cut depths. The simulated
MA with a vertical nanogap has the design parameters of P =
1300 nm, L = 1070 nm, W = 200 nm, t
1
 = 50 nm, and t
2
 = 40 nm,
and the absorption resonance peak of the unetched MA is initially
located at a wavelength of 4200 nm. As the under-cut depth
increases, the absorption resonance peak shifts to a shorter
wavelength owing to the reduction in the effective refractive index
of the dielectric spacer layer. The plasmonic resonance of the MA
with a vertical nanogap, whose dimensions are ΔX = ΔY = 70 nm
and ΔZ = 40 nm, is at a wavelength of 3380 nm. Owing to a
higher sensitivity to the external refractive index caused by the
increase in the effective sensing area of the MA with a vertical
nanogap, the coating of the ODT on the MA with a vertical
nanogap produces a higher red-shift of resonance wavelength than
the coating of the ODT on the MA. Therefore, the MA with a
vertical nanogap is designed to have its absorption resonance peak
Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of a single unit of MA and (b) MA with a ver-
tical nanogap. (c) The schematic cross-sections of the ODT-
coated MA and (d) MA with a vertical nanogap for the plane
indicated in (a) and (b)
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at a shorter wavelength compared with that of the MA.
Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the cross-sectional views of the
electric near-field distributions of the MA as shown in Fig. 1 (a)
and the MA with a vertical nanogap as shown in Fig. 1 (b),
respectively. From the results of near-field calculation, most of the
enhanced near-fields are confined at the bottom of the Au cross
nanoantenna, and the MA as well as the MA with a vertical
nanogap illustrate a maximum field enhancement |E|/|E0| of
approximately 100. The formation of the vertical nanogap of the
MA by the under-cut structure increases the accessible sensing
area beneath the Au cross nanoantenna. In addition, with the
decrease in the thickness of the vertical nanogap (20 nm for Fig.
3 (c) and 10 nm for Fig. 3 (d)) as shown in Fig. 3 (c) and (d)), the
enhanced near-field is confined and accumulated in the vertical
nanogap and the enhanced near-field is extended along the side of
bottom of the cross nanoantenna. This near-field distribution of
the vertical nanogap suggests that the target molecular large
spatial overlapping with the near-field can enhance the plasmonic-
molecular coupling and increase the sensitivity of the SEIRA
signal.
Figure 4 shows the simulated absorption spectral responses of
the MA and the MAs with vertical nanogaps coated by the ODT
monolayer. The black solid curves in Fig. 4 indicate the absorption
spectral responses of the MA and the MAs with vertical nanogaps
before the ODT monolayers are coated on them. The formation of
the vertical nanogap of the MA and the decrease in the thickness
of the vertical nanogap increase the sensitivity to the external
refractive index. The ODT coating resulted in a resonance
wavelength shift of 26 nm, 109 nm, 198 nm, and 423 nm for the
MA as shown in Fig. 4 (a), the MA with a vertical nanogap of
thickness 40 nm as shown in Fig. 4 (b), the MA with a vertical
nanogap of thickness 20 nm as shown in Fig. 4 (c), and the MA
Fig. 2. (a) Simulated absorption spectral response of the MA and (b)
the MA with a vertical nanogap for different under-cut
depths.
Fig. 3. (a) Cross-sectional views of the simulated electric near-field
distributions at the plasmonic resonances for MA, (b) MA
with a vertical nanogap of thickness 40 nm, (c) MA with a
vertical nanogap of thickness 20 nm, and (d) MA with a ver-
tical nanogap of thickness 10 nm. 
Fig. 4. (a) Simulated absorption spectral responses of the ODT-
coated MA, (b) the ODT-coated MA with a vertical nanogap
of thickness 40 m, (c) the ODT-coated MA with a vertical
nanogap of thickness 20 m, and (d) the ODT-coated MA with
a vertical nanogap of thickness 10 m.
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with a vertical nanogap of thickness 10 nm as shown in Fig. 4 (d),
respectively. Therefore, the MA with a vertical nanogap is
designed to have its absorption resonance peak at a shorter
wavelength compared with that of the MA, and the absorption
resonances of the four ODT-coated MAs shift toward longer
wavelengths and are formed at nearly the same wavelength. The
simulated absorption spectral responses of the MAs with the
vertical nanogaps except the MA shown in Fig. 4 (a) have
vibrational signatures of ODT molecules at the two ODT
vibrational wavelengths, where the absorption spectral response of
the MA with a vertical nanogap of thickness 10 nm is more
severely distorted. 
To better illustrate the SEIRA detection signal, the absorption





in Fig. 5. The absorption difference spectral response for the MA
(black solid curve) does not contain the vibrational signatures of
ODT molecules at the two ODT vibrational wavelengths. The
peak-to-peak values of the differences in terms of absorption of
the MA with a vertical nanogap of thickness 40 nm (red dashed
curve) at the two ODT vibrational wavelengths are 11.3 % and
5.6 %. The blue dash-dotted curve in Fig. 5 shows that the peak-
to-peak values of the differences in terms of absorption of the MA
with a vertical nanogap of thickness 10 nm at the two ODT
vibrational wavelengths are 36.2 % and 20.8 %. The enhanced
SEIRA detection signal originates in the increased effective
sensing area and integrated near-field distribution in the vertical
nanogap of MA.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The monolayer detection of ODT molecules using an MA with
a vertical nanogap was numerically demonstrated. The simulated
results showed that creating a vertical nanogap of MA and
decreasing the thickness of the vertical nanogap enhanced the
plasmonic-molecular coupling and increased the sensitivity of the
SEIRA signal. For the label-free optical sensing applications of
the future, an MA with a vertical nanogap can provide a sensing
platform to achieve ultrasensitive detection of a monolayer of
molecules.
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